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Abstract
To overcome the limitations of currently available protectives and consolidants for carbonate stones (such as marble and limestone), in 2011 the use of
calcium phosphate was proposed. The idea is forming calcium phosphates (ideally hydroxyapatite) as the reaction product between the substrate and an
aqueous solution of a phosphate salt that the stone is treated with. In this paper, the studies aimed at identifying the best treatment conditions (in terms
of nature and concentration of the phosphate precursor, solution pH, reaction time, ionic and organic additions) are first briefly summarized. Then, the
efficacy of the phosphate treatment in protecting marble from dissolution in rain and restoring cohesion of weathered marble and limestone is
discussed. Some recent studies on the use of the phosphate treatment on alternative substrates and some future steps for research on the topic are
finally outlined.
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Introduction

A great part of cultural heritage objects (e.g. monuments,
architectural decorations and statues) is made of carbonate
stones, such as marble and limestone [1]. These two stone
types have basically the same composition (up to 100%
calcite), but differ in terms of microstructure (the open
porosity being close to 0% for marble and up to 50% for
limestone). Consequently, they suffer from different
deterioration processes, mainly dissolution in rain [1] and
thermal weathering [2] in the case of marble and stress from
crystallization of ice and salts in pores [3] in the case of
limestone. Unfortunately, the commercial products that are
currently available are not fully satisfying in terms of:




Protecting action. Protection is intended as the ability to
reduce stone dissolution in rain, by formation of a
surface hydrophobic layer (which is typically the case of
organic protectives) or by formation of a surface layer
with reduced solubility (which is typically the case of
inorganic protectives). However, organic products (e.g.
acrylic resins) generally lack compatibility and durability,
because they dramatically alter stone transport
properties and they are highly sensitivity to UV,
temperature variations and biodeterioration [4].
Inorganic products (e.g. ammonium oxalate) exhibit a
better compatibility but still have a reduced efficacy [5].
Consolidating action. Consolidation is intended as the
ability to improve cohesion in weathered stone and

improve mechanical properties, by providing a binding
action between the stone grains. Organic products are
effective in improving mechanical properties, but again
they lack compatibility and durability. Among inorganic
products, lime‐based treatments, although compatible,
require a very high number of applications and still lack
sufficient penetration and efficacy [5]. Silicate
consolidants, in spite of being highly effective on silicate
stones, are much less effective on carbonate stones,
because in this case the bonding between the
consolidant and the substrate is only physical [6], more
specifically physico‐chemical and does not involve
covalent bonds.
To overcome the limitations of the available products, in
2011 calcium phosphates were proposed as a new class of
materials for carbonate stones conservation [7,8]. The core
idea is to form calcium phosphates, ideally hydroxyapatite
(HAP, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2)), as the reaction product between the
stone and an aqueous solution of a phosphate salt (typically
diammonium hydrogen phosphate (DAP, (NH4)2HPO4)),
according to the reaction [7]:
10CaCO3 + 5(NH4)2HPO4 → Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 + 5(NH4)2CO3 +
3CO2 + 2H2O
(1)
HAP was selected as a candidate to provide protection and
consolidation to carbonate stones because: (i) it has a much
lower solubility and slower dissolution rate than calcite, so
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that if a continuous layer of HAP can be formed over a
calcitic substrate, it is expected to inhibit its dissolution in
water; (ii) it has a crystal structure and lattice parameters
that are similar to those of calcite, so that the formation of a
well adhering layer of HAP over calcite can be expected [7‐
9]. This paper proposes a review of work performed on this
subject, with a particular focus on the contributions of the
author in the context of the recently awarded RILEM
Colonnetti medal.
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calcium source to the DAP solution was investigated.
With this, the required calcium ions do not need to
dissolve from the substrate but are already available in
the solution [8]. Among the several calcium sources
investigated (CaCl2 [8,9], Ca(NO3)2 [8], Ca(OH)2 [14],
calcium gluconate [9], calcium formate [9] and nano‐
limes [15]), the addition of CaCl2 in molar ratio of 1:1000
to the DAP concentration has been found to provide the
best results, in terms of coverage of marble surface and
rate of film formation [9]. The addition of other ions (i.e.
strontium [9], magnesium [9] and aluminum [11]) to the
DAP solution has been investigated as well, with the aim
of doping the HAP crystal structure so as to further
improve the match with calcite in terms of lattice
parameters. However, none addition proved to provide
a significant benefit.

Treatment conditions

Several studies have been dedicated through the years to
the definition of the best treatment conditions, in terms of:


nature of the phosphate precursor. Alongside DAP, also
ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) and
ammonium phosphate (AP) have been investigated as
precursors [9,10]. However, since the main difference
between these phosphate salts is their speciation in
PO43‐, HPO42‐ and H2PO4‐ ions and since the relative
amount of these species actually depends on the
solution pH, the nature of the phosphate precursor is
basically irrelevant, as long as the pH of the phosphate
solution is controlled [9].



pH of the phosphate solution. pH values ranging
between 5 and 11 have been explored [9‐11]. While
pH<8 was discarded (because soluble brushite forms in
these conditions alongside HAP) [10], no practical benefit
in terms of acid protection was obtained by increasing
the pH>8 [11], so in the end not adjusted DAP solutions
at pH around 8 are usually adopted.



concentration of the phosphate solution. DAP
concentrations ranging from 0.1 M [9,11] up to 3 M
(close to saturation) have been explored [7,12]. The
motivation to use highly concentrated solution is that
only a minor fraction (<1%) of ions originated from DAP
dissociation are PO43‐ ions (needed to form HAP),
whereas the largest part is in the form of HPO42‐ [9].
However, when highly concentrated DAP solutions are
used, the formed calcium phosphate films tend to crack
because of an excessive thickness. Additionally, some
unreacted DAP might remain in the stone pores, so the
use of lower concentrations is preferable [11]. A
reduction in the DAP concentration and hence in the film
tendency to crack was possible by adding ethanol to the
solution, thanks to its weakening effect on the hydration
shell of phosphate ions in solution [11,13].



treatment duration. Reaction times ranging from 1 hour
[9] up to 2 weeks [8] have been explored. In general,
treating for at least 24 hours is recommended, to
achieve a better coverage of marble surfaces [9] and a
significant increase in mechanical properties
(corresponding to 80% of the increase achieved after 8
days) [7].



calcium ions addition and other ionic additions. With
the aim of favoring and accelerating the formation of the
calcium phosphate film, the possible addition of a

A very important aspect that needs careful evaluation is the
nature of the calcium phosphate phases formed after the
treatment [7,16]. Indeed, during the reaction reported
above, carbonate ions can partly replace phosphate and
hydroxyl ions, thus leading to the formation of carbonated
HAP, that has a higher solubility than stoichiometric HAP [7].
Moreover, depending on the treatment conditions (pH,
reaction time, ionic additions) several different calcium
phosphate phases may form alongside HAP, these phases
differing in terms of Ca/P ratio and solubility [17]. As long as
phases with a solubility lower than calcite (although higher
than HAP) are formed, the treatment is still expected to be
successful, especially if the presence of these phases is linked
to an improvement in the completeness and/or density of
the film. For instance, the addition of CaCl2 to the DAP
solution causes the formation of octacalcium phosphate
(OCP, Ca8(PO4)6H2∙5H2O) alongside HAP [9]. Even if OCP has a
higher solubility than HAP, the resulting acid protection was
found to be improved, because OCP allows a more complete
coating to be formed [17]. Similarly, when ethanol was
added to the DAP solution, the calcium phosphate film was
found to be mainly composed of OCP, but also in this case a
beneficial effect was found, because ethanol addition
prevents crack and pore formation [13]. On the contrary,
when phases with solubility higher than calcite are formed
(e.g., brushite), no positive outcome can be expected from
the treatment, because any protective and consolidating
effect will disappear after contact with rain [10].
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Protection

For a treatment to be successful in providing protection
against dissolution in rain, the film formed over the stone
surface needs to be continuous (i.e. no bare areas should
remain after treatment), crack‐free and pore‐free (because
cracks and pores would allow water to penetrate through
the coating and reach the substrate, thus triggering its
dissolution).
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Among the formulations tested through the years, the
following ones (all applied for 24 hours) have provided the
best results:
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aqueous solution containing 1 M DAP and 1 mM CaCl2.
Compared to treatment with 1 M DAP alone, this
formulation achieves a better surface coverage [9] and a
better acid protection [18]. Indeed, in spite of the
formation of OCP alongside HAP (which was the only
phase formed using 1 M DAP [9]), an almost complete
surface coverage was obtained, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This allowed to achieve a significant acid protection:
compared to the untreated reference, this formulation
led to a reduction in the acid attack rate by about 40%
[18]. The efficacy was not higher (as would be expected
from theoretical considerations) because a few bare
areas remain, the film exhibits some micro‐cracks (likely
developed during drying) and includes inherent porosity
[13,18].
water‐ethanol (90‐10 vol%) solution containing 0.1 M
DAP and 0.1 mM CaCl2. Thanks to the ethanol addition,
it was possible to reduce the DAP concentration, thus
preventing micro‐cracks formation [11]. Moreover, the
ethanol addition allowed to form a much denser coating
compared to the use of 1 M DAP and 1 mM CaCl2 [13], as
illustrated in Figure 2. As already mentioned, this was
possible thanks to the beneficial effect of the ethanol
molecules on the phosphate ions in the DAP solution
[13]. Thanks to the absence of micro‐cracks and pores,
this formulation allows to achieve a better acid
protection than the previous one (unpublished results).
However, few areas with incomplete or no coverage are
still present, which is thought to be a consequence of the
more or less favorable orientation of calcite grains over
which the film develops.
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aqueous solution containing 1 M DAP and 1 mM CaCl2.
Similarly to the case of marble protection, this
formulation was found to be more effective than the
formulation involving treatment with 1 M DAP alone.
Whereas treating artificially weathered limestone with a
1 M DAP solution led to a dynamic elastic modulus
increase ΔEd = +60% [7], by also adding 1 mM CaCl2 to
the solution the mechanical improvement was up to ΔEd
= +110% [21]. In the case of artificially weathered
marble, increases in Ed up to +150% were obtained.



water‐ethanol (90‐10 vol%) solution containing 0.1 M
DAP and 0.1 mM CaCl2. In the case of marble artificially
decayed so as to produce an Ed decrease of 40%, this
formulation was able to increase the Ed up to 88% of its
initial level after a first treatment and to completely
restore Ed after a second treatment [13]. In spite of being
slightly less effective than the previous formulation, this
one has the advantage of being able to provide a better
acid protection, in those cases when both consolidation
and protection are needed.

Consolidation

For a treatment to be successful in consolidating weathered
stone, the newly formed phases must be able to seal the tip
of the micro‐cracks among the stone grains [6,19]. Unlike the
case of protecting layers, in this case the fact that the
formed calcium phosphate film completely covers the grain
surface and is pore‐free is not as essential, provided that
new phases form at the crack tip. Anyway, formation of a
cracked layer should be avoided, because the cracks in the
consolidant may be detrimental if they propagate through
the grain boundaries [6]. Moreover, the treatment must
cause no or limited alterations in stone color, open porosity
and pore size distribution, water and water vapor transport
properties, compared to the non‐treated surrounding stone
[19]. Finally, the durability of treated stone to the
weathering processes affecting it (typically, heating‐cooling
cycles in the case of marble, ice and salt crystallization cycles
in the case of porous limestone) must not be worsened but
rather hopefully improved [20].
Also in this case, several formulations (all applied for 24
hours) have been proposed and tested through the years:

Figure 1. SEM images of Carrara marble surface before (a) and after
(b) treatment with a 1 M DAP and 1 mM CaCl2 solution. Continuous
coating of marble surface with a new calcium phosphate coating
(composed of both HAP and OCP) can be observed after treatment
(b).
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characterized, in terms of compatibility and durability of
treated stone, in the case of both marble and limestone.
In terms of chromatic alterations, only minor color
changes ΔE* have been found (ΔE* = 2 on marble [12]
and ΔE* = 3 on limestone [19]), both below the threshold
commonly accepted for consolidating treatments (ΔE* =
5). On both lithotypes, only a very limited alteration in
open porosity has been found [12,19]. In the case of
limestone, some alteration in the pore size distribution in
the range of 0.01‐0.2 μm pores has been detected [19].
Considering the potential risk connected to an increase
in the number of thin pores (because the smaller the
pore, the higher the ice and salt crystallization pressure
[3]), specific durability tests have been carried out.
Thanks to the improved mechanical properties and the
limited alterations in microstructure, HAP‐treated
limestone resisted ice and salt crystallization tests better
than the untreated stone, undergoing only small
decreases in dynamic elastic modulus Ed and tensile
strength σt (ΔEd = ‐5% and Δσt = ‐6% after 70 freeze‐thaw
cycles, ΔEd = 0% and Δσt = ‐15% after 5 salt crystallization
cycles and desalination) [20]. Notably, the HAP‐treated
stone survived the durability tests better than samples
treated with a commercial ethyl silicate, analyzed for
comparison’s sake [20]. The good performance of the
HAP‐treated limestone also descends from the fact that
(unlike the case of ethyl silicate) stone remains
hydrophilic after the HAP‐treatment [19]. In this way,
possible risks connected to the formation of a
hydrophobic layer (that may detach if a water source is
present behind it) are prevented [20]. In the case of
marble, for which the major deterioration cause is micro‐
cracking induced by temperature variations, the thermal
behavior of HAP‐treated samples has been characterized
[23]. Dilatometric tests showed that, after treatment, the
thermal expansion coefficient is increased (because of
the re‐established cohesion between grains), but the
residual strain at the end of the cycles is lower than for
the unweathered reference. Therefore, no worsening of
the thermal behavior of HAP‐treated marble is expected
[23].

Figure 2. SEM‐FIB images of the calcium phosphate film formed over
Carrara marble by treatment with a 1 M DAP and 1 mM CaCl2
solution (a) and with a 0.1 M DAP and 0.1 mM CaCl2 solution also
containing 10 vol% ethanol (b). The beneficial effect of ethanol on
the density of the coating can be observed in (b).



aqueous solution of 3 M DAP, followed (after drying) by
a limewater poultice. This formulation is the only one
involving a second step after application of the DAP
solution, namely the application of a poultice of so‐called
limewater (i.e. a saturated solution of Ca(OH)2). The aim
of this second step is twofold: (i) during the poultice
application, unreacted DAP can dissolve and react with
calcium ions present in the solution, so that further HAP
formation can take place; (ii) during drying of the
poultice in contact with the stone, still unreacted DAP is
transported through the surface and finally crystallizes in
the poultice, so that no residues are left in the stone
[22]. This formulation has been found to be able to
penetrate deep into the substrate (20 mm in marble
[12], 25 mm in limestone [22]) and provide a remarkable
consolidating action (ΔEd = +500% in marble [12] and ΔEd
= +50% in limestone [19]). In both stone types, the
original mechanical properties are fully restored after
treatment. This formulation has been thoroughly
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Conclusions

Calcium phosphates, formed by reaction of carbonate stones
with an aqueous phosphate solution (possibly also
containing CaCl2 as a calcium source and ethanol), have
shown a great potential so far. They have proven to be able
to provide marble with significant protection against
dissolution in rain and to completely restore mechanical
properties of weathered marble and limestone.
Compared to the ammonium oxalate treatment, the
phosphate treatment has the advantage of a much higher
penetration depth (up to 20 mm, whereas calcium oxalate
mainly forms in the first 0‐2 mm from the treated surface)
and, at least theoretically, the much lower solubility of HAP
and OCP, compared to calcium oxalate. However, for the
phosphate treatment to be as protective as theoretical
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considerations suggest, it is essential to achieve a complete
coverage of the substrate with a crack‐free and non‐porous
film. Significant advances have been achieved so far by
introducing ethanol into the DAP solution, but further
improvements are possible, for instance by using a more
effective organic solvent.
Compared to ethyl silicate, the phosphate treatment has the
first advantage of being effective after just 24 hours, while at
least 4 weeks of curing are necessary for ethyl silicate.
Moreover, stone treated with the DAP solution remains
hydrophilic, whereas after ethyl silicate application stone
remains hydrophobic until hydrolysis‐condensation reactions
are completed (which may take up to 6 months [6]). During
this period, issues related to the stone hydrophobicity may
arise (e.g. detachment of the treated layer, if a water source
is present behind it), while no such risk is present for DAP‐
treated stone. Compared to ethyl silicate, the phosphate
treatment also causes lower alterations in color (especially in
marble) and pore size distribution, with a consequent better
resistance to ice and salt crystallization cycles. The
phosphate treatment also has the advantage of not involving
any toxic chemical, which is positive for both the operator
and the environment [19].
Considering its potential, some pilot applications of the
phosphate treatment to real decayed artifacts and real case
studies have been carried [12,24,25]. Moreover, an
increasing number of studies is dealing with the possible
application of the phosphate treatment to additional sub‐
strates, such as sandstones [26], gypsum [27], archaeological
wall paintings [28], and archaeological bones [29].
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